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Let us help one another.

This week and next are most critical in the pre-opening phase of the second semester.

Many new people appear on campus daily. Kindly give them every assistance you can in locating the areas they wish to transact their business.

Although we do not regard the prose in the Bulletin as deathless, we ask that Departmental secretaries retain this issue, especially for information about the location of various offices.

Therefore, we repeat last week's roster of office locations:

Service Building:
Receiving, Garage Level 1
Central Duplicating, Garage Level 1
Mailroom, Garage Level 1
Carpenter, Electrical, Sheet Metal Shops, Garage Level 2

Administration Building:
Accounting, Third Level
Admissions, Special Admissions, First Level
Alumni Association, Third Level
Asst. Chancellor for Community Affairs & Physical Planning, Office of, Third Level
Asst. Chancellor for Educational Planning, Office of, Third Level
Athletics, First Level
Auxiliary Services, Third Level
Budget, Third Level
Bursar, Second Level
Cafeteria, Garage Level 2
Campus Police, Second Level
Chancellor, Office of, Third Level
Copy Center, Garage Level 2
Governance, Office of, Third Level
Advising Office, First Level
Ready for Classes (cont.)

Director, Administration & Finance,
Office of, Third Level
Grant Development & Community
Service, Third Level
Mailroom, Service - Garage Level 1
Materiel, Third Level
Personnel, Second Level
Physical Plant, Second Level
Planning & Development, Third Level
Public Relations, Third Level
Purchasing, Third Level
Registrars, First Level
Telephone Services, Third Level
Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs,
Office of, Third Level
Vice Chancellor for Administration & Finance,
Office of, Third Level

Science Building:

Physics Department, Third Level, Rm. 105
Chemistry Department, First Level, Rm. 75
Women's Studies, First Level, Rm. 131
Inst. for Learning & Teaching, Third Level, Rm. 150
Computer Facilities, Third Level, Rm. 49
V. E. T. Program, First Level, Rm. 59
Women & Career Options, Third Level, Rm. 72
Mass Media, Fourth Level, Rm. 1
Action, Third Level, Rm. 69
Afro-American Studies, Third Level, Rm. 67

College I:

Dean's Office, Second Level, Rm. 10
Philosophy Department, Third Level, Rm. 104
Biology Department, Third Level, Rm. 18
History Department, Fourth Level, Rm. 102
Math Department, Fourth Level, Rm. 12
Music Department, Fourth Level, Rm. 25
Politics Department, Fifth Level, Rm. 77
Economics Department, Fifth Level, Rm. 80
Sociology Department, Fifth Level, Rm. 17
Anthropology Department, Fifth Level, Rm. 04
Psychology Department, Fifth Level, Rm. 51
Spanish Department, Sixth Level, Rm. 80
French Department, Sixth Level, Rm. 66
German Department, Sixth Level, Rm. 64
Italian Department, Sixth Level, Rm. 81
English Department, Sixth Level, Rm. 14
 Media Director

College II:

Dean's Office, Third Level, Rm. 630
Sociology Department, Fourth Level, Rm. 625
Psychology Department, Fourth Level, Rm. 643
Biology Department, Fourth Level, Rm. 431
Anthropology Department, Fourth Level, Rm. 434
Art Department, Fourth Level, Rm. 456
Mathematics Department, Fourth Level, Rm. 207
History Department, Fourth Level, Rm. 234
Economics Department, Fourth Level, Rm. 220
Study of Religion, Fourth Level, Rm. 264
Classics Department, Fifth Level, Rm. 624
Russian Department, Fifth Level, Rm. 624
Theatre Arts Department, Fifth Level, Rm. 432
French Department, Fifth Level, Rm. 418
Spanish Department, Fifth Level, Rm. 210
Politics Department, Fifth Level, Rm. 256
English Department, Fifth Level, Rm. 221
German Department, Fifth Level, Rm. 603

Dr. Gunther Well has been named Director of the Media Center at UMass-Boston and brings to the position a creative capacity for exciting utilization of the media equipment which will enhance the teaching mission of our university.

Although production of educational materials is a most important aspect of the Media Center, Dr. Well points out that the first priority will be promoting a really effective Audio Visual system operation to service the needs of the colleges.

"I hope in time to build on that foundation and develop a first-rate production facility. There is a wonderful opportunity for university-wide academic and administrative synergy around the functions," he said. "We will have to take matters step-at-a-time, and I fully expect to spend the bulk of the first year on the problem of AV systems delivery."

Gunther Well has been President of Intermedia Recording Corporation and Corporate Vice-President of Intermedia Systems Corporation.

Dr. Well has served as a consultant in media program development and problem solving for a number of educational and industrial organizations including the Peace Corps, the Education Development Center, the Federal Aviation Agency, Synetics, Inc. and the Organization for Social and Technological Innovation. He has also
conducted workshops in creative problem-solving at the Esalen Institute, Synergia, Inc. (Canada), the Aureon Institute, and the Mid-west Center for Human Potential.

Dr. Weil is the author of several articles and papers on the social and environmental determinants of personal and educational change.

Dr. Weil has taught at Harvard University, Brandeis University, and Boston College in the Social Psychology Departments. He introduced and taught new programs such as the psychology of media and the psychology of creativity.

Dr. Weil received a B.A. with high honors in Philosophy from Kenyon College. From 1959 to 1964 he was the recipient of the following fellowships and awards: Fulbright Fellowship, the National Woodrow Wilson Fellowship and the United States Public Health Research Fellowship. He holds a Ph. D. in Social Psychology from Harvard University.

Starting January 21st, the Hudson Bus Company buses will begin their routes between Columbia MBTA Station and the new campus.

At the present time, shuttle services are as follows:

Between 7 a.m. and 9 a.m., two vans will shuttle between the new campus and the Columbia MBTA station.

From 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., one 12-passenger van and one 20-passenger bus (recently obtained) will provide shuttle service between the Park Square campus and the new campus. A vehicle will leave each point on the hour and the half hour. It must be noted that this service is not for personal affairs, but for business transactions between the two campuses.

Other services: a 12-passenger van will provide linkage between the campus and the Columbia MBTA station every 15 minutes during the day. This service between 4 a.m. and 5:30 p.m. will be increased by the use of a second van. Departure point is from the Garage-One Level at the Administration Building.